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Introduction 
The necessity to create complicated models of industrial 
processes with a high predictive capability for various purposes 
that can be used in a number of situations is widely discussed 
in the literature [1-5]. These models are increasingly becoming 
to penetrate to customized control interfaces and sometimes 
make it possible to provide an advice for a complex decision 
even without any detailed information about the underlying 
technology [1]. 

Modeling with a high-fidelity prediction can obviously provide 
a new significant value, and in order to realize this value one 
needs to make an effort in modeling as well as to perform a 
necessary amount of experimental study. One of the remaining 
challenges is also to persuade the process industry management 
and the technical personnel engaged in modeling and around, 
to broaden their perceptions of the future possible benefits [1]. 

An adequate model can sometimes be applied to explore 
a much wider design territory than is usually possible via 
traditional experimentation or constructing pilot plants, and it 
may be done in a much shorter time period. Hence, the model-
based engineering approach can generate the new important 
information that is simply not available via other techniques. 
The risk at developing a new technology as well as pilot plant 
testing period can also be considerably reduced in this case [1-
4]. It is especially vital when we deal with a flexible or multi-
assortment technology. 

Developing an appropriate process control system is a key part 
of the general model-based engineering approach mentioned 
above [5,6]. Closed control systems based upon monitoring 
deviation with a feedback loop are widely used in industry for 
various technological objects [7-13]. However, they often cannot 
be successfully used for controlling an object with distributed 

state variables and with a large dead time – e.g., large tubular 
and batch reactors, shell tubular heat exchangers, distillation 
columns and so on – in case of supporting a control variable at 
the output of the apparatus [14,15]. Besides, a control system 
via deviation usually cannot be used in case of a potentially 
dangerous object, as deviation of regulation parameters from 
the given values in this case is not permitted from the viewpoint 
of the process safety [15,16].

Formulation of the optimal control task

In case of an object with distributed parameters one should use 
a predicative control system which is able to generate control 
actions in order to provide the corresponding compensating 
actions for input disturbances while the process is run through 
a regulating channel. Generation of such control signals 
is based upon analysis of the object input variables and an 
exact algorithm of input variables transformation into output 
variables. In this case it is possible to use calculation methods 
that take into account transfer functions of passing a disturbance 
through regulation channel [13-15]. In these cases a control 
system may generate the necessary control actions that should 
support regulated values at the given level. If we use a computer 
in the control loop it is possible to use a mathematical model 
of the object for predicting the object behavior in case of input 
disturbances. In this case the control system may be called the 
“control system with a fast model” in the control loop. Due 
to this solution a mathematical model of the object makes it 
possible to obtain an object response faster than the real object 
response, and it is possible to analyze it and to generate an 
optimal control action in order to compensate any possible 
deviations of regulated variables from the set points.

A principle scheme of the control system with a “fast model” in 
its control loop is given in Figure 1.

The problem of optimal control for a highly exothermal technological process with distributed 
state variables and with a large dead time is discussed. The main steps of creating a flexible 
control system with using the object model in the control loop are considered. It is shown that 
heat flux calorimetry is an effective experimental technique for the development of a process 
model based upon corresponding multistage kinetic model. It can be also applied to multiphase 
reaction systems together with simplified hydrodynamic models for mass transfer phenomena 
description. A successful application of this approach for developing the process mathematical 
model and its further introduction to the corresponding control system has been demonstrated 
for an important industrial process – modification of epoxy resins with butanediol-1,4 for 
further synthesis of epoxy-urethane polymers with improved physico-chemical and mechanical 
properties. The process mathematical model makes it possible to specify the optimal operating 
mode for each resin and implement the optimal control.
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ContrOb – An object to be controlled; ContrD – A control 
device; InputAn – Input analyzer; OutAn – Output analyzer; 
ModId – Model identifier; ComD - Computing device; Xin(t) - 
Vector-function of input variables; Yout(t) - Vector-function of 
output variables. 

Input variables are passed through the device InputAn –input 
analyzer. After that the vector of input parameters and the 
vector of input disturbances both proceed to a computing 
device ComD and also to ModId – model identifier. The 
information about current values of the control vector 
parameters comes to ModId as well. An inverse task is solved 
in ModId and current parameters of the mathematical model 
are specified in the result. The time delay value should be 
taken into account for every signal. It is a very important step 
of the whole identification procedure. The real time delay 
values may be either specified or measured directly in special 
experiments. In this case the typical preset disturbances are 
acted on the object. Analyzing the result of these disturbances 
one can specify the exact values delay time value for every 
control channel.

After its identification the model is transferred to a computer 
device where the optimal control action values are calculated. 
These optimal control action values correspond to the current 
state of a controlled object. At present such control schemes 
are used to control some complicated processes characterized 
by variegated disturbances of input variables. On the base of 
available experience to control the systems of a kind it is 
possible to specify the critical deviation state variables that 
should be identified through the mathematical model. This 
procedure allows to fulfill the identification procedure not 
very often and to raise the processing speed of the control 
system.

Creating models for control systems

Process systems are often described in terms of a mixed 
set of integral, partial differential and algebraic equations 
(IPDAEs), and this is the usual presentation of most 
established software tools designed for process systems 
engineering [1,8]. IPDAE systems are usually reduced into a 
mixed set of ordinary differential and algebraic equations, or 
DAEs. Ordinary differential equations (ODEs) typically arise 

from the conservation of fundamental quantities of nature, 
and algebraic equations (AEs) result from processes where 
accumulation is not important or transients are considered 
to occur instantaneously, and also by introduction of some 
auxiliary relationships between the variables [1]. 

Discontinuities in the governing phenomena of a chemical 
system usually arise from thermodynamic, transport, and 
flow transitions and also structural changes in the control 
configuration. Some of these transitions are reversible 
symmetric or asymmetric discontinuities, others are 
irreversible discontinuities. Another kind of discontinuities 
arises from external actions imposed by the surroundings 
on the system at a particular point in time, typically discrete 
manipulations and disturbances such as operating procedure 
or imposed failures [1]. 

The ability to incorporate complex sets of discontinuities 
describing a series of states in the formulation of a DAE system 
leads to the concept of state-task networks (STNs) [1,8]. Most 
modern custom-developed modeling tools are capable to solve 
complex problems that involve various combinations of DAE 
and STN systems. 

At creating models for control systems it is very important to 
predict the object performance in a wide interval of changing 
the variables. The models based upon chemicals kinetics and 
hydrodynamics equations of an object are very perspective in 
this case. A number of well-known simplified hydrodynamic 
models are commonly used, such as an ideal mixing model, a 
plug flow model and some combinations of these models. As for 
kinetic models – the models based upon DSC, TG/DSC and heat 
flux calorimetry data are very promising. These experimental 
techniques are widely used for the study and characterization of 
epoxy resins reactivity [17-20]. 

The use of calorimetry for kinetic study and modeling is based 
upon the fact that overall heat generation rate is connected with 
the chemical reaction rates as follows:
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Where 

Qgen \kJ – Total amount of heat generated or absorbed in a 
chemical process; 3 1/ minijw kmol m− −⋅⋅  – reaction rate of the i-th 
component of reaction mixture in the j-th chemical reaction;
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inverse reaction; 

n - Order of a reaction; 
1/ −⋅j kJ kmolH – Heat effect of a chemical reaction;

t/min – Current time of the process.

Figure 1. Scheme of disturbances control with applying a “fast model” 
in the control loop.
ContrOb – An object to be controlled; contRd – A control device; 
inputAn – input analyzer; outAn – output analyzer; modId – model 
identifier; comD - computing device; Xin(t) - vector-function of input 
variables; yout(t) - vector-function of output variables.
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The procedure that is usually used for kinetic parameters 
determination from the experimental data is based upon 
searching the kinetic parameters to agree the condition of 
a minimal mismatch between the experimental data and 
the process modeling results. The sum of deviation squares 
between experimental data and modeling results is usually 
used as a measure of such mismatch in accordance with the 
equation (4): 
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Where: 

k - Index of a time point on a kinetics curve; 

s - Index of a measured state variable in a kinetics experiment;

c - Calculated data;

exp - Experimental data;

K - Number of experimental points of a kinetics curve;

S - Number of the measured state variables of a mathematical 
model;

up – The required kinetics parameters (pre-exponential factors, 
activation energies, reaction orders, heat effects). 

Various nonlinear programming methods are used at searching 
the extremum. Calculated data values and state variables are 
generated through numerical solution of the mathematical 
model differential equations with applying the Runge-Kutta 
method or LSODA method [21,22]. 

Results and Discussion
Modeling the process of epoxy resin modification with 
1,4-butanediol

Modification of epoxy resins with butanediol-1,4 alcohol is 
chemical process that has been discussed and verified with 
the proposed approach. Modification is a powerful instrument 
for expanding the functionality and improving physical and 
mechanical characteristics of final polymers or polymer 
coatings [17,18]. Kinetic study of modification reactions of 
chlorine containing epoxy resins was done with the use of 
heat flux calorimetry. C80 Calvet calorimeter (SETARAM 
Instrumentation) was applied. Heat generation rate curves were 
taken as experimental responses together with the analysis 
result data in final points. The following kinetic scheme has 
been proposed for the modification process [21]:
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The process mathematical model has been developed on base of 
a kinetic study in the form of the following system of differential 
equations: 
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Where: 

Ci /kmolm-3 – concentrations of all components of the reaction 
mixture except for concentration epoxy groups;

СEPO/kmolm-3 – Epoxy groups concentration in the reaction 
phase;

Vr/m
3 – Volume of reaction phase;

VEPO/m3 – Volume of epoxy resin in the reactor;

Jm/kmol·m-3 – Mole flow of epoxy groups in the reaction phase;

v/m3·s-1 – Volume flow in the reaction phase;

ddr,0/m – Drop volume of dissolving phase at initial time moment;

dEPO/kmol·m-3 – Mole density of an epoxy group.

All generated heat is distributed uniformly between the phases 
and heat exchange is not taken into account. ReactOp Cascade 
3.20 program package was used for solving the inverse kinetic 
task [22,23]. Comparison of experimental data and modeling 
results is presented in Figures 2a and 2b.

Optimization of the epoxy resin modification process

An optimal temperature profile for the chosen chemical reactor 
should provide a maximal concentration of the final product 
(modified epoxy groups) at the end of the process. Temperatures 
of heat exchange facilities (temperatures of cooling water and 
heating steam) were chosen as control actions. These control 
actions should provide an implementation of the optimal 
temperature profile with taking into account the disturbances. 
The values of optimal control actions in the control loop, 
calculated with the mathematical model in block ComD are 
given in Figures 3a and 3b. These control actions are transferred 
to the controller unit. The proposed control scheme is given in 
Figure 4. 
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Figure 2B. Comparison of experimental data and modeling results at various initial conditions:
Molar ratio “epoxy- group - butane diol-1.4”: 1:1.0;
Catalyst concentration (alcoholate NaO-R-OH): ~0.34-0.38% mass (corresponds to ~0.10-0.12% mass NaOH)
Isothermal mode:
138°С - (O12-14AA, 0.34% NaO-R-OH)
128°С - (O12-11AA, 0.34% NaO-R-OH); (O12-11Х, 0% NaO-R-OH)
118°С - (O12-12AA, 0.38% NaO-R-OH): (O12-12Z, 0% NaO-R-OH)

Figure 2A. Comparison of experimental data and modeling results at various initial conditions:
Molar ratio “epoxy group - butanediol-1,4”:  1:1.0; Catalyst concentration (NaOH): ~0.10-0.12% mass.
Linear heating mode:
85-165°С; β=0.50°С/min
(O12-8t, 0.10% NaOH)
75-165°С; β=0.30°С/min
(O12-10t, 0.12% NaOH)
Isothermal mode:
128°С - (O12-11t, 0.12% NaOH);
(O12-11Х, 0% NaOH)
118°С - (O12-12t, 0.13% NaOH)
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Figure 4. Optimal control scheme for the process of epoxy resins modification with butanediol-1,4 in a stirred batch reactor.
Vrm – Modification reactor; Vst – Input of heating steam in the jacket; Vdist – Output of distillate from the jacket; Vincw – Input of cooling water 
into the coil; Voutcw – Output of cooling water from the coil; PID №1 – Temperature regulator in the steam jacket; PID №2 – Temperature 
regulator in the cooling coil; PLK – Programmed Logic Controller.

Figure 3A. Optimal control actions for the process of epoxy resin modification in the chosen stirred batch reactor as a function of time.
1-Temperature of the jacket (saturated steam);
2- Temperature of the coil heat exchanger (cooling water).

Figure 3B.  Simulated heat generation and component concentration values under the process optimal control actions as a function of time.
1- Q/kj·g-1 – Total heat generation (Proportional to concentration of the final product);
2- HO–R–OH/kmol·m-3 – Butanediol-1,4 concentration;
3- Na+/kmol·m-3 - Sodium ion concentration;
4- EPO/kmol·m-3 - Epoxy group concentration.
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Conclusions
1. Analysis of the control problem for a complicated 

technological process with a considerable heat 
generation/consumption has been carried out.

2. An experimental technique based upon heat flux 
calorimetry and kinetic modeling has been proposed 
to develop a detailed mathematical model with high 
predictive ability for a real technological process. 

3. Optimal process conditions for the discussed 
technological process of epoxy resins modification have 
been established with the developed mathematical model 
that includes chemical reaction mechanism, reactor 
hydrodynamics, heat and mass transfer phenomena. 
The proposed approach has been applied for solving 
the optimal control task for this industrial process with 
taking into account the acting disturbances – on the base 
of the detailed mathematical model developed through 
experimental study and kinetic modeling.
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